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YELLOW VESTS PROMISE TO KEEP THE MOVEMENT UNLESS MACRON
RESIGNS PRESIDENCY
DESPITE THE ANSWERS GOVERNEMENT

Paris, Washington DC, 08.12.2018, 20:50 Time

USPA NEWS - Macron is "not entitled" to "a third black Saturday", said Gerard Larcher (Les Republicans), the President of French
Senate who calls for the suspension of the fuel tax hike in the wake of the violence on the sidelines of a demonstration of "yellow
vests": " The "political response" asked by Gerard Larcher to Emmanuel Macron comes in three words : "Appeasement, dialogue,
responsibility."The government does not have the right to a 3rd black Saturday," during the Grand Jury RTL-LCI-Le Figaro, the day
after violence in Paris and the region on the sidelines of the third national day of mobilization of "yellow vests" with various claims. The
most seen message in banners by the Yellow Vests of the Saturday December 8th, is "Macron resignation" of the demonstrators in
Paris and elsewhere in France, as they are angry because of the long silence of the President despite the massive movement since
three weeks and consider that he is too "arrogant" and "careless" although they are angry, hungry and tired of being not "listen nor
understood" by the current government. The Leader of Senator of the majority LREM, François Patria declared "we avoided closely
the putsch" but crisis is still on.

YELLOW VESTST ASK FOR MACRON FOR HIS RESIGNATION IN THEIR MESSAGE OF SATURDAY DEC 8TH
Macron is "not entitled" to "a third black Saturday", said Gerard Larcher (Les Republicans), the President of French Senate who calls
for the suspension of the fuel tax hike in the wake of the violence on the sidelines of a demonstration of "yellow vests": " The "political
response" asked by Gerard Larcher to Emmanuel Macron comes in three words : "Appeasement, dialogue, responsibility."The
government does not have the right to a 3rd black Saturday," during the Grand Jury RTL-LCI-Le Figaro, the day after violence in Paris
and the region on the sidelines of the third national day of mobilization of "yellow vests" with various claims. The most seen message in
banners by the Yellow Vests of the Saturday December 8th, is "Macron resignation" of the demonstrators in Paris and elsewhere in
France, as they are angry because of the long silence of the President despite the massive movement since three weeks and consider
that he is too "arrogant" and "careless" although they are angry, hungry and tired of being not "listen nor understood" by the current
government. The Leader of Senator of the majority LREM, François Patria declared "we avoided closely the putsch" but crisis is still
on..-----------------------------------
The rule of law was "scoffed" and "the Republic mistreated", according to the second personage of the State. The government is
"stubborn in its attitude, stubborn", and the "yellow vests" have "been overwhelmed by ultraviolet". Heard on Tuesday by the Senate's
commission of laws on the management of violence, the Minister of the Interior, Christophe Castaner, must "prohibit" a possible future
event, "if we are unable to control it," Judge Gerard Larcher. Jean Yves Le Drian, the Minister of Foreign Affairs warned « The French
Democracy and the institutions are threatened »

SUSPENSION OF INCREASED TAXES ON FUEL VOTED BY SENATE WAS DCLINED BY NATIONAL ASSEMBLY--
Gerard Larcher, explains that one of the solutions to the "crisis" ("Yellow Vests") in his opinion is a suspension of the increase in fuel
taxes scheduled for January 1 - a moratorium also claimed by Marine Le Pen (RN ), Segolene Royal (PS) and deputies of the majority,
but rejected by the Minister of Ecological Transition, François de Rugy. "You have the responsibility," said Gérard Larcher, targeting
Emmanuel Macron and Prime Minister Ã‰douard Philippe. "We (senators) are ready to be at your side," he said, without ruling out a
possible "national unity."-------------------------------------------------------
IN THE EVENT OF THE PRESIDENT MACRON'S RESIGNATION IT IS THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE WHO WILL ASK THE
INTERIM JSUQU TO A NEW ELECTION----------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Journal Liberation has published a letter to FRENCHIE on December 7, which raises the question that many French are asking
"What happens if the President Macron decides to resign? "We reformulated and shortened your question, which was originally," What
would happen if Macron resigned? How would the acting president be chosen? How soon will new presidential elections be held?
Thank you in advance".
On his website, vie-publique.fr answers this question.
In case of resignation of the President of the Republic, which seems to be the claim of many yellow vests, the interim of the Head of
State would be exercised by the President of the Senate until the election of a new president. In this case, Gerard Larcher,
Republicans.
Before the establishment of the Fifth Republic, this interim was exercised by the President of the National Assembly.



The interim president does not, however, have all the prerogatives vested in the President of the Republic: he can not submit a bill to
referendum, pronounce the dissolution of the National Assembly or proceed to a revision of the Constitution.
According to Article 7 of the Constitution, new elections must take place between 20 and 35 days following the resignation.
In the History of the Fifth Republic, only one president resigned: Charles de Gaulle in 1969, after the failure of his referendum on the
reform of the Senate and regionalization, which proposed to introduce representatives of professional and trade union organizations.
regional councils. The interim was then assured by Alain Poher. "
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